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QUESTION 1

Refer to the exhibit. 

An administrator directly connects a Fibre Channel storage array to ports 1 through 4 on a Cisco UCS 6454 Fabric
Interconnect. The administrator configures a service profile to boot directly from the new Fibre Channel storage array,
but the service profile fails to boot. When the administrator checks the output of the show flogi database command on
the fabric interconnect, it shows the output presented in the exhibit. Which action resolves the issue? 

A. Configure the Zoning Type in vHBA Initiator Group as Multiple Initiator Multiple Target. 

B. Configure the fabric interconnects in Fibre Channel end-host mode. 

C. Configure the Zoning Type in vHBA Initiator Group as Multiple Initiator Single Target. 

D. Configuare the fabric interconnects in Fibre Channel switch mode. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

 

QUESTION 2

Refer to the exhibit. 



A remote device connected to fc 1/2 fails to come online. Which do you configure to resolve the issue? 

A. remote and local ports to be in the correct VSAN 

B. local switch for NPV 

C. remote device for NPIV 

D. port on remote device as an f-port-channel 

Correct Answer: A 

 

 

QUESTION 3

Refer to the exhibit. 



An engineer configures EVPN on Switch-1. but the neighbors fail to exchange EVPN routes. Which action resolves the
issue? 

A. Configure neighbor 192.168.0.7 as an L2VPN EVPN route-reflector client. 

B. Activate the IPv4 unicast address family for neighbor 192.168.0.7. 

C. Enable the send extended community option for the L2VPN EVPN address family. 

D. Advertise L2VPN EVPN under the IPv4 unicast address family. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

 



QUESTION 4

Refer to an exhibit. 

An engineer is troubleshooting an upgrade failure on a switch. Which action resolves the issue? 

A. Save the system image in NVRAM. 

B. Use the same system image as the kickstart image. 

C. Load a new system image. 

D. Reload the same system image. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

 

QUESTION 5

Refer to the exhibit. 



The Cisco ACI fabric is configured with RADIUS realm as the default authentication method. The customer1_admin user
is configured with the read-all role but still can create new objects in Tenant1. Which Cisco AV pair must be used to
resolve the issue? 

A. shell:domains=customer1/read-all/, customer1//read-all 

B. shell:domains=customer1/access-admin/ 

C. shell:domains=customer1//admin 

D. shell:domains=customer1/tenant-admin/ 

Correct Answer: A  



 

QUESTION 6

Refer to the exhibit. 

A web browser displays a "not secure" warning message when accessing the web interface of Cisco UCS Manager.
Which action resolves the issue? 

A. Load third-party certificate to UCS Manager. 

B. Use the correct TCP port for HTTPS. 

C. Use a supported web browser. 

D. Use a supported version of UCS Manager. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

 

QUESTION 7

An upgrade of protected RPMs from the Bash shell does not take effect. Which action resolves this issue? 

A. Restart the Bash shell. 

B. Reload the switch. 



C. Upgrade the RPMs from the Guest shell. 

D. Disable and re enable the Bash feature. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

 

QUESTION 8

Refer to the exhibit. 

The network administrator must use a scheduler to perform configuration backups every night. After completing the
configuration, the administrator discovers that configuration backups occur at 05:15 in the morning instead of at 02:00.
Which action resolves the issue? 

A. Activate the scheduler manually at 02:00 local time. 

B. Create a periodic scheduler that runs every 24 hours. 

C. Implement the switch clock to match the local time. 

D. Configure the scheduler within the CONFIG_BACKUP job. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

 



QUESTION 9

Refer to the exhibit. 

A network engineer is configuring the FCoE N_Port virtualization storage area network. After the initial implementation,
server 11 fails to connect to the disk array. Which action resolves the issue? 

A. On MDS interface vfc 1/1, change switchport mode configuration to VF 

B. On N9K interface vfc11, change switchport mode configuration to NP 

C. On N9K interface vfc11 and MDS interface vfc 1/1, change switchport mode configuration to F 

D. On N9K interface vfc11 and MDS interface vfc 1/1, change switchport mode configuration to E 

Correct Answer: D 

 

 

QUESTION 10

Refer to the exhibit. 

After the configuration is performed, the Guest shell continues to use 2% CPU. Which action resolves the issue? 

A. Resync the database 



B. Recreate the guestshell 

C. Reboot the guestshell 

D. Reboot the switch 

Correct Answer: C 

 

 

QUESTION 11

A customer configures HSRP between two data centers that are interconnected with OTV. The configuration succeeds,
but traffic between two ESXi virtual hosts on the same site is routed suboptimally through the OTV overlay. Which two
actions optimize the traffic? (Choose two.) 

A. Disable first-hop redundancy. 

B. Filter HSRP traffic by using a Layer 3 VACL on the OTV edge devices. 

C. Filter HSRP by using a Layer 2 MAC-list on the ESXi vSwitch. 

D. Filter HSRP traffic by using a Layer 3 VACL on the ESXi vSwitch. 

E. Filter HSRP by using a Layer 2 MAC-list on the OTV edge devices. 

Correct Answer: AB 

 

QUESTION 12

You are configuring a Cisco Nexus 9000 Series Switch. Which configuration can be implemented for VXLAN BGP
EVPN? 

A. VXLAN BGP EVPN by using an NVE interface in a default VRF 

B. RACLs on the Layer 3 uplinks for the VXLAN traffic 

C. QoS classification for the VXLAN traffic on all of the interfaces 

D. DHCP snooping on the VXLAN VLANs 

Correct Answer: A 
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